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Face processing depends on the orchestrated activity of a large-scale neuronal network. Its

activity can be modulated by attention as a function of task demands. However, it remains

largely unknown whether voluntary, endogenous attention and reflexive, exogenous

attention to facial expressions equally affect all regions of the face-processing network,

and whether such effects primarily modify the strength of the neuronal response, the la-

tency, the duration, or the spectral characteristics. We exploited the good temporal and

spatial resolution of intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) and recorded from depth

electrodes to uncover the fast dynamics of emotional face processing. We investigated

frequency-specific responses and event-related potentials (ERP) in the ventral occipito-

temporal cortex (VOTC), ventral temporal cortex (VTC), anterior insula, orbitofrontal cor-

tex (OFC), and amygdala when facial expressions were task-relevant or task-irrelevant. All

investigated regions of interest (ROI) were clearly modulated by task demands and

exhibited stronger changes in stimulus-induced gamma band activity (50e150 Hz) when

facial expressions were task-relevant. Observed latencies demonstrate that the activation

is temporally coordinated across the network, rather than serially proceeding along a

processing hierarchy. Early and sustained responses to task-relevant faces in VOTC and

VTC corroborate their role for the core system of face processing, but they also occurred in

the anterior insula. Strong attentional modulation in the OFC and amygdala (300 msec)

suggests that the extended system of the face-processing network is only recruited if the
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task demands active face processing. Contrary to our expectation, we rarely observed

differences between fearful and neutral faces. Our results demonstrate that activity in the

face-processing network is susceptible to the deployment of selective attention. Moreover,

we show that endogenous attention operates along the whole face-processing network,

and that these effects are reflected in frequency-specific changes in the gamma band.

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Emotionally and socially significant stimuli in our environ-

ment receive prioritized perceptual processing. This process-

ing bias has been attributed to the engagement of reflexive,

exogenous attention (Vuilleumier, 2005) and entails an adap-

tive advantage for the organism (€Ohman & Mineka, 2001).

Facial expressions are among the most emotionally and so-

cially significant stimuli in the human environment because

they signify intentions and emotional states of our conspe-

cifics, making them essential for social communication. This

has led to the hypothesis that a processing bias for emotional

facial expressions is hard-wired into the human brain

(Palermo & Rhodes, 2007).

Processing of faces in general and emotional facial ex-

pressions in particular depend on the orchestrated activity of

large-scale neuronal networks (Gobbini&Haxby, 2007; Haxby,

Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000; Vuilleumier & Pourtois, 2007). A

study using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in

humans identified a network of face-responsive regions

involving the inferior occipital gyrus, the fusiform gyrus, the

superior temporal sulcus, the amygdala, the hippocampus,

the inferior frontal gyrus, and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)

(Ishai, Schmidt, & Boesiger, 2005), confirming the importance

of these regions for face processing. The visual perception of

faces has been attributed to occipital and temporal regions

including the inferior occipital, the fusiform, and the inferior

temporal gyri (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Parvizi

et al., 2012; Pourtois, Spinelli, Seeck, & Vuilleumier, 2010a;

Tsuchiya, Kawasaki, Oya, Howard, & Adolphs, 2008). Howev-

er, the face-processing network can be dynamically extended

with regions recruited for the extraction of specific aspects of

a face depending on the task or context at hand. Conse-

quently, the terms “core system” and “extended system” have

been coined to describe networks involved in basic visual

perception and subsequent, context-related analysis of faces,

respectively (Gobbini & Haxby, 2007; Haxby et al., 2000). Pro-

cessing of facial expressions involves the core system and

additional parts of the extended system such as the amygdala,

the insula, and the OFC. Previous accounts ascribed a domi-

nant role to the amygdala in processing especially fearful

faces (Adolphs, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1994; Cornwell

et al., 2008; Krolak-Salmon, H�enaff, Vighetto, Bertrand, &

Maugui�ere, 2004;Morris et al., 1996; Pourtois, Spinelli, Seeck,&

Vuilleumier, 2010b; Vuilleumier, Richardson, Armony, Driver,

& Dolan, 2004). More recent work showed that amygdala ac-

tivity (1) is not limited to fearful facial expressions but can also

be found with faces depicting neutral or happy expressions
and (2) can be subsumed under processing stimulus relevance

or significance (Adolphs, 2010; Canli, Sivers, Whitfield, Gotlib,

& Gabrieli, 2002; Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Rutishauser et al., 2011;

Sander, Grafman, & Zalla, 2003). The OFC is involved in iden-

tification of facial expressions and their associated meaning

(Adolphs, 2002; Rolls, 2004). The anterior portion of the insula

has been associated with the perception of facial disgust

(Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Phillips et al., 1998) and salience

detection (Menon & Uddin, 2010). Converging evidence comes

from studies investigating non-human primates: face-

selective clusters have been found in the temporal lobe,

referred to as the anterior and middle face patch (Tsao,

Freiwald, Tootell, & Livingstone, 2006; Tsao & Livingstone,

2008), in the frontal lobe (Tsao, Schweers, Moeller, &

Freiwald, 2008), and in the amygdala (Gothard, Battaglia,

Erickson, Spitler, & Amaral, 2007; Hoffman, Gothard,

Schmid, & Logothetis, 2007; Leonard, Rolls, Wilson, & Baylis,

1985). In summary, the ventral occipito-temporal cortex

(VOTC), the amygdala, the OFC, and the anterior insula form a

network that mediates both perceptual processing and

detailed analysis of facial expressions for further guidance of

behavior.
Although some studies show that emotional facial ex-

pressions capture attention automatically (Fenker et al., 2010;

Vuilleumier, 2002), the activity of the face-processing network

can bemodulated by voluntary, endogenous attention such as

task demands or the specific context at hand. For example,

Monroe et al. (2013) reported larger amplitudes of the mag-

netic counterpart of the N170, a prominent event-related

component reflecting face processing (Bentin, Allison, Puce,

Perez, & McCarthy, 1996), for fearful than for happy or

neutral faces in the fusiform gyrus but only when attention

had to be directed to the faces' expression and not to their age.

The authors concluded that a valence modulation in the

fusiform gyrus is more likely under conditions of directed

attention to facial expressions. Likewise, larger event-related

potentials (ERP) in the amygdala were observed specifically

for fearful faces in an intracranial electroencephalography

(iEEG) study, but only when the patients had to pay attention

to the facial expression and not to gender (Krolak-Salmon

et al., 2004). Results from a meta-analysis of fMRI data

further support the notion that directed attention to facial

expression boosts activity within the core and extended face-

processing network. Specifically, explicit compared to implicit

processing of facial expressions was associated with stronger

responses in the fusiform gyrus, the amygdala, and inferior

frontal regions (Fusar-Poli et al., 2009). Moreover, attentional

capture by emotion is not limited to visual stimuli, such as

faces, and has been reported for auditory and audiovisual
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Table 1 e Medical history and pathological information of the sample.

Epileptic focus Seizure information

Pat Lat Reg Etiology Frequency
(multiple
seizures)

Age of
onset

Clinical manifestations LOC Current drugs Medical history Resection or
electrocoagulation

Post-operative
deficit

P1 RH Middle temporal lobe,

hippocampal sclerosis

Cryptogenic Monthly 3 Epigastric sensation, throat

discomfort, ictal dysphonia

Yes CBZ, LTG Major depression,

anxiety disorders

(panic attack)

Anterio-medial temporal

lobe

NR

P2 LH Frontal lobe Cortical

dysplasia

Weekly 8 Speech arrest, motor sensation No ZNS, LCS, PHT NR Fronto-opercular cortex Anarthria

P3 RH Temporo-parietal lobe Heterotopia Weekly 12 Aura, d�ej�a-vu, out-of-body

sensation

Yes VPA, CBZ NR Electrocoagulation NR

P4 LH Middle temporal lobe Cryptogenic Daily 5 Hypomotor seizure Yes LTG, LCS NR Anterior temporal lobe,

hippocampus

Transitory anomia

P5 RH Basal frontal cortex Cryptogenic Monthly 10 Epigastric sensation, ictal

dysphonia,

vocal automatisms

Yes LEV, LCS, OXC NR Prefrontal pole, medial

prefrontal cortex

NR

P6 LH Middle temporal lobe Cryptogenic Weekly 17 Hot sensation spreading from

thorax to face

Yes LCS, CLB, LTG Interictal anomia Temporal cortectomy Transitory anomia

P7 LH Basal temporal lobe Cryptogenic Weekly Inconstant rotatory vertigo, vocal

automatisms

Yes OXC, CLE NR Anterior temporal lobe NR

P8 LH Fronto-temporal lobe Cryptogenic Weekly 26 Partial loss of consciousness,

happy sensation

Yes LEV, LTG, LCS NR Anterior temporal lobe,

Frontal pole, orbital cortex

Anomia

P9 RH Basal temporal lobe Cryptogenic Monthly 16 Warm feeling Yes OXC, LCS NR Electrocoagulation NR

P10 LH Middle temporal lobe Cryptogenic Monthly 17 Speech arrest and automatisms Yes LCS, LTG NR Temporo-parietal junction Anomia

Abbreviations: CBZ, carbamazepine; CLB, clobazam; CLE, clonazepam; Lat, lateralization; LCS, lacosamide; LEV, levetiracetam; LH, left hemisphere; LOC, loss of control; LTG, lamotrigine; NR, nothing

to report; OXC, oxcarbazepine; Pat, patient; PHT, phenytoin; Reg, brain region; RH, right hemisphere; VPA, sodium valproate; ZNS, zonisamide.
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stimuli both of negative and positive valence especially in

temporal and frontal brain regions (Grandjean, Sander, Lucas,

Scherer, & Vuilleumier, 2008; Kreifelts, Ethofer, Grodd, Erb, &

Wildgruber, 2007; Sander et al., 2005). In particular, results of

a cross-modal dot-probe paradigm revealed that emotional

prosodymodulated visual target processing in occipital cortex

around 100msec (Brosch, Grandjean, Sander,& Scherer, 2009).

iEEG recordings allow the investigation of face processing

with precise information on the temporal structure (e.g., la-

tency, duration) of neuronal responses. This temporal infor-

mation is obtained with high spatial precision, as electrodes

are directly placed within targeted neuronal populations.

Furthermore, the neuronal responses recorded with iEEG can

be analyzed with respect to their spectral components,

reflecting different processes. It has been suggested that dy-

namic interactions of cell assemblies, reflected in temporal

synchronization of neuronal activity, provide indices of

network interactions (Engel, Fries, & Singer, 2001; Siegel,

Donner, & Engel, 2012). In the local field potential, gamma

band activity (GBA; >30 Hz) has been related to local oscilla-

tory activity (Donner & Siegel, 2011), population level spiking

activity (Lachaux, Axmacher, Mormann, Halgren, & Crone,

2012; Manning, Jacobs, Fried, & Kahana, 2009; Ray &

Maunsell, 2011), and the hemodynamic responses measured

with fMRI (Lachaux et al., 2007; Logothetis, Pauls, Augath,

Trinath, & Oeltermann, 2001). Directed attention reliably in-

creases GBA and concomitantly decreases lower frequencies

in the alpha (8e12 Hz) and beta (13e30 Hz) band (Fries,

Reynolds, Rorie, & Desimone, 2001; Jensen, Kaiser, &

Lachaux, 2007; Ossand�on et al., 2012; Siegel, Donner,

Oostenveld, Fries, & Engel, 2008). GBA has been related to

the perception (Rodriguez et al., 1999) and structural encoding

of faces (Gao et al., 2013; Zion-Golumbic & Bentin, 2007).

Furthermore, processing emotional compared to neutral facial

expressions elicited power changes in the delta (.5e4 Hz),

theta (4e8 Hz), and gamma band (Balconi & Lucchiari, 2006;

Balconi & Pozzoli, 2007). Studies using either iEEG or electro-

corticography (ECoG) with subdural grids or strips revealed

that (emotional) face processing has been associated with

specific ERP components (Allison, McCarthy, Nobre, Puce, &

Belger, 1994; Allison, Puce, Spencer, & McCarthy, 1999;

Halgren et al., 1994; Krolak-Salmon et al., 2004; McCarthy,

Puce, Belger,&Allison, 1999; Pourtois et al., 2010a, 2010b; Puce,

Allison, & McCarthy, 1999). Few intracranial studies investi-

gatedmodulation of frequency-specific neuronal responses in

the face-processing network (Engell & McCarthy, 2010, 2011;

Lachaux et al., 2005; Tsuchiya et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010).

Only one research group examined synchronization of GBA in

response to neutral (Sato et al., 2012) and fearful facial ex-

pressions (Sato et al., 2011b). However, these experiments

were confined to the amygdala and did not investigate

attentional modulation. Here we investigated whether

directing attention towards or away from facial expressions is

associated with fast changes of neuronal activity in the face-

processing network.

To address this question, we recorded from depth elec-

trodes implanted in patients undergoing resective neurosur-

gical treatment for drug-resistant epilepsy in order to uncover

the fast dynamics of emotional face processing. We investi-

gated frequency-specific neuronal activity and ERPs in
different regions of the face-processing network: the VOTC

(including the posterior fusiform gyrus) and ventral temporal

cortex (VTC; including the anterior inferior temporal gyrus),

the anterior insula, the OFC, and the amygdala. We compared

neuronal responses between faces and control stimuli (non-

faces) and between two facial expressions (fearful vs neutral)

under two different detection tasks. Spatial attention was al-

ways directed toward centrally presented face and nonface

stimuli. However, the attentional focus on facial expressions

was manipulated by the task. The tasks demanded either to

focus on the facial expressions (explicit task) or on low level

features of the image (implicit task). We predicted that

neuronal activity in the face-processing network can be

modulated by two factors: (1) by reflexive, exogenous atten-

tion driven by stimulus salience (face > nonface,

fearful > neutral) and (2) by voluntary, endogenous attention

driven by task demands (explicit > implicit). We expected that

task demands and facial expressions modulate the increase

and duration of GBA and concomitant decreases of alpha-

beta-band activity (ABBA). Furthermore, we investigated

whether task demands and stimulus salience globally affect

the face-processing network, or whether regions of the core

and the extended system are recruited specifically.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

We obtained intracranial recordings from ten right-handed

patients with drug-resistant epilepsy (5 males, mean age, M

± standard deviation, SD ¼ 29.6 ± 6.4 years) who were evalu-

ated for possible surgery at the Epilepsy Department of the

Grenoble University Hospital (Grenoble, France). Table 1

summarizes medical history, pathological information, cur-

rent medication at the time of experiment and resected tissue

for each patient. Recording sites were solely determined ac-

cording to clinical considerations with no reference to the

current experiment. All patients provided written informed

consent. The Ethical Committee of Grenoble Sud-Est V

approved the experimental procedures (Study 0907 e ISD et

SEEG, CPP 09-CHUG-12). The experiments were carried out

according to the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients had

normal or corrected to normal vision.

2.2. Stimuli and experimental design

Twenty-seven male and 27 female faces with neutral, fearful,

and happy expressions were taken from the Karolinska

Directed Emotional Faces (Lundqvist, Flykt, & €Ohman, 1998).

All stimuli were converted to gray-scale, matched for lumi-

nance, andmasked by an oval shape to remove hair, neck and

background information. Phase-scrambled versions of neutral

and fearful faces served as perceptual control stimuli and will

be referred to as nonfaces in the following. To manipulate the

allocation of attention, we ran two blocked versions of the

task (Fig. 1) differing solely in whether facial expression was

task-relevant or not, hence referred to as explicit and implicit

task. Targets of the implicit task were fearful faces, neutral

faces, or nonfaces with a red tint in order to distinguish them

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
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Fig. 1 e (A) Schematic of implicit and explicit tasks. Tasks differed solely in the type of target and the task instructions.

Patients had to detect stimuli with a red tint and happy faces in implicit and explicit tasks, respectively. (B) Electrode

coverage of the entire brain across all patients in a MNI glass brain.
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from the other stimuli in the stream, while targets of the

explicit task were gray-scale faces with happy expressions. In

both tasks, all visual stimuli were presented randomly for

400 msec with a jittered interstimulus interval

(1100e2650 msec). In the implicit task, patients had to detect

the stimuli with the red tint, whereas in the explicit task faces

with happy expressions had to be detected and reported by a

button press. It was intended that targets in the explicit task

should be as well detected as targets in the implicit task.

Therefore, happy facial expressions were chosen as targets

because they yield higher recognition scores than any other

facial expression (Russell, 1994). Happy faces were not

included in the implicit task, since we were particularly

interested in differential processing of fearful and neutral

faces and wanted to maximize the number of trials per con-

dition of interest. Only 10% of the trials consisted of targets to

maintain attention throughout the task. Target stimuli were

discarded from further analysis. In each block, 180 trials

consisting of 54 nonfaces, half fearful-scrambled and half

neutral-scrambled, 54 neutral, 54 fearful faces and 18 targets

were presented. In each implicit task block targets consisted

of 18 stimuli with red tint (6 neutral faces, 6 fearful faces, and 6

nonfaces). Implicit task blocks always preceded explicit task

blocks to minimize bias for facial expression. The whole set of

implicit and explicit task blocks was repeated when possible.

In total, every patient performed each task twice, except for

patient 2 (P2). Visual stimuli subtended 10� � 16� visual angle
and were displayed on a 2200 TFT monitor at a refresh rate of

60 Hz and a viewing distance of approximately 60 cm using

Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA).
2.3. Electrode implantation and localization

Thirteen to 16 semirigid, multilead electrodes were stereo-

tactically implanted in each patient. All electrodes had a

diameter of .8 mm with 5e18 contacts, each of 2 mm length

and 1.5 mm apart (Dixi, Besançon, France).
The experiment was conducted five to seven days

(M ± SD ¼ 6.0 ± .5) following electrode implantation. The

location of each site was determined by coregistration of the

individual pre- to postimplantation structural MRI and

normalization of the preimplantationMRI to the International

Consortium for Brain Mapping template (Montreal Neurolog-

ical Institute [MNI], Montreal, Canada). Electrode localization

was performed with SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/)

and nutmeg (http://nutmeg.berkeley.edu). Anatomical re-

gions were identified with the automated anatomical labeling

atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) withMRIcron (http://www.

mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/). All coordinates

(x, y, z in mm) are given in MNI space (Evans et al., 1993).
2.4. Stereotactic EEG recordings and preprocessing

The iEEG was recorded using a 128-channel video-EEG

acquisition and monitoring system (Micromed, Treviso,

Italy). Data were bandpass filtered online between .1 and

200 Hz and sampled at 512 Hz. A monopolar reference in the

white matter was used for all contact sites during data

acquisition and for analyses of the ERPs. For the spectral

analyses, each contact was re-referenced offline to its adja-

cent neighbor on the same electrode. In the following, these

data will be referred to as “sites”; electrodes are labeled by

lower case letters and sites by numbers; apostrophes mark

electrodes in the left hemisphere. This bipolar reference

montage increases local specificity by suppressing signal ar-

tifacts from adjacent recording sites and effects due to vol-

ume conduction (Jerbi, Freyermuth, et al., 2009; Jerbi,

Ossand�on, et al., 2009; Lachaux, Rudrauf, & Kahane, 2003).

Spatial resolution after bipolar referencing is below inter-

contact spacing (i.e., 3.5 mm). Data were systematically

screened for epileptiform activity using visual and semi-

automatic inspection. Any trial containing epileptiform ac-

tivity was discarded from further analysis. Bipolar referenced

data were high-pass filtered at .5 Hz and low-pass filtered at

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
http://nutmeg.berkeley.edu
http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/
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170 Hz for spectral analysis. For computation of ERPs,

monopolar referenced data were high-pass filtered offline at

.5 Hz and low-pass filtered at 25 Hz. The recorded signal was

epoched into segments of �500 to 1000 msec around stimulus

onset. Data analysis was performed with custom MATLAB

(The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) routines and FieldTrip

(Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011).

2.5. Data analysis

2.5.1. Behavioral data
The percentage of hits was calculated as the proportion of

detected targets relative to the total number of targets. The

percentage of false alarms was defined as the proportion of

nontargets followed by button presses. Low values of false

alarms indicate that participants were able to perform the

task correctly. Hits and false alarms were computed sepa-

rately for implicit and explicit tasks. In order to assess the

sensitivity, d0 was calculated according to signal detection

theory as d0 ¼ Z(hit rate)eZ(false alarm rate), with Z being the

inverse of the cumulative Gaussian distribution (Macmillan &

Creelman, 1991). In cases of perfect performance, d0 was

estimated assuming that 1/100th of the performance was

wrong (Wickens, 2002). Mean reaction times were computed

for explicit and implicit tasks. Paired t tests compared the d’

scores and reaction times of both tasks.

2.5.2. Selection of sites
Visually responsive sites were determined based on the GBA

responses (50e150 Hz) because the high frequency range has

been previously associated with visual processing of complex

stimuli (Lachaux et al., 2012, 2005; Ossand�on et al., 2012;

Tsuchiya et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010). First, the instanta-

neous amplitude at 50e150Hzwas estimated using theHilbert

transform (for further details, please see 2.5.3). Second, the

GBA of trials from all conditions (fear, neutral, nonface) and

tasks (explicit, implicit) was collapsed. Third, each post-

stimulus sample point of this average responsewas compared

to the mean of the prestimulus baseline (�400 to �100 msec)

with aWilcoxon signed rank test running across poststimulus

sample points. To account for multiple testing, the obtained p

values were corrected with the false discovery rate (FDR) at

p < .05 (Benjamini&Hochberg, 1995). In addition, at least three

subsequent sample points had to be significant after FDR

correction to reflect a meaningful visual response. Finally,

visually responsive sites were selected in a-priori defined re-

gions of interest (ROI). Regions were selected based on meta-

analytic, functional neuroimaging data on processing of

facial expressions or emotion (Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Phan,

Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2002) and included the VOTC, the

VTC anterior to the VOTC, the anterior insula, the OFC, and

the amygdala. The labels of the automated anatomical label-

ing atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) guided anatomical

delineation of sites included in a given ROI, and the exact

position of the sites was confirmed in the individual MRIs if

necessary. Only sites matching the selection criterion

described above were considered for subsequent analysis

including ABBA power profiles and ERPs. Since contacts in the

amygdala were rare, those sites were considered irre-

spectively of exceeding the selection threshold.
2.5.3. Spectral analyses
Spectral analyses included two separate methods: (1)

computation of time-frequency representations (TFR) using a

sliding-time-window Fourier transformation, and (2) an esti-

mation of the instantaneous amplitude using the Hilbert

transform of bandpass filtered signals (Le Van Quyen et al.,

2001). For TFR plots, Hanning windows were applied for low

frequencies (2.5e30 Hz), and the multitaper method based on

discrete prolate spheroidal (Slepian) tapers (Mitra & Pesaran,

1999) was used for high frequencies (30e150 Hz). The Fourier

transformation was calculated for each of the tapers, and the

spectra for each individual taper were magnitude squared.

The power for each tapered data segment was then averaged.

Each trial was zero padded up to 2 sec of length. The length of

the sliding time window DT and the amount of spectral

smoothing DG determines the number of tapers k ¼ [(DΤ * DG)e

1]. For the analysis of low (2.5e30 Hz in steps of 2.5 Hz) and

high frequencies (30e150 Hz in steps of 10 Hz), sliding time

windows of fixed length (DT ¼ 400 msec and DT ¼ 200 msec,

respectively) with a step size of 20 msec and fixed frequency

smoothing (DG ¼ 2.5 Hz and DG ¼ 20 Hz, respectively) were

used, computed with a single taper for low and three tapers

for high frequency ranges. For total power, frequency

decomposition was performed on single-trial data, and power

values of single trials were then averaged. These power esti-

mates can include signal components that are phase-locked

and non phase-locked to the stimulus onset (Tallon-Baudry

& Bertrand, 1999). Furthermore, responses were character-

ized as the percentage of signal change according to the for-

mula: total power ¼ poststimulustotaleprestimulustotal. In

order to avoid an overlap of the baseline window with the

poststimulus window, the baseline period spanned from

�500 msec to [stimulus onsete½DT], with DT ¼ 400 msec for

low and DT ¼ 200 msec for high frequencies, respectively.

Thus, the baseline period differed for high and low fre-

quencies. TFR plots were estimated for all sites that were

included in a given ROI. For each ROI, activity was first aver-

aged across all sites in a single patient before it was collapsed

across patients. For visualization, the poststimulus period of

each condition and frequency range was separately tested

against the mean prestimulus period with a dependent sam-

ples t-test, and the resulting t values were transformed into z-

scores. In addition, the difference between faces and nonfaces

of each task and frequency range was separately assessed by

means of a dependent samples t-test, and the resulting t

values were transformed into z-scores. The TFRs were used

for visualization and to verify that themain responses were in

the frequency bands of interest (cf. below).
Based on previous research on visual and attentional re-

sponses (Lachaux et al., 2005; Ossand�on et al., 2012; Tsuchiya

et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010), we restricted the Hilbert trans-

formation approach to frequencies between 8 and 24 Hz

(ABBA) and to frequencies between 50 and 150 Hz (GBA).

Tsuchiya et al. (2008) utilized a decoding approach to identify

the frequency bands best describing the differences between

faces and control stimuli instead of a-priory specifying a fre-

quency band of interest. This decoding approach revealed that

exactly the frequency range between 50 and 150 Hz optimally

described the differences between faces and control stimuli.

Applying the Hilbert transform to continuous recordings splits

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
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Fig. 2 e Results for the VOTC. (A) TFR averaged across all sites included in the VOTC for the conditions face, nonface, and

their difference for explicit (upper panel) and implicit tasks (lower panel). (B) The ERPs are shown for three sites of two

patients. The bars illustrate the uncorrected and FDR-corrected results of the ANOVA, color-coded for the main effect of task

(top), condition (middle), and their interaction (bottom). Face vs nonface condition effects are indicated in the two leftmost

plots and fearful vs neutral condition effects in the rightmost one. (C) Power profiles for GBA are depicted for two sites of two

patients. The shading reflects the standard error of the mean (SEM). Face vs nonface condition effects are indicated in the

two outer plots and fearful vs neutral condition effects in themiddle one (statistics as described above). (D) Power profiles for

ABBA are shown for two patients. The shading reflects the SEM. Face vs nonface condition effects are indicated (statistics as
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the data into instantaneous amplitude (i.e., envelope) and

phase components in the frequency ranges of interest (Le Van

Quyen et al., 2001). The continuous iEEG signal was bandpass

filtered in multiple successive frequency bands (from 50 to

150 Hz in steps of 10 Hz or from 8 to 24 Hz in steps of 4 Hz for

high and low frequencies, respectively) using a zero phase

shift, noncausal, finite impulse filter with .5 Hz roll-off. Then,

the envelopes, i.e., the time-varying amplitude, for each

bandpass filtered signal were computed with the standard

Hilbert transform. The envelope of each frequency band was

divided by its mean across the entire recording session and

multiplied by 100, yielding responses expressed in percentage

of themean (%). This normalization procedure accounted for a

bias towards lower frequencies due to the power law. Finally,

the envelopes of all multiple successive frequency bands

were averaged providing one single time series across the

entire session. For data reduction, the final Hilbert envelopes

were down-sampled to 64 Hz. Similar to the TFRs, these

power profiles were characterized as the percentage of

signal change relative to baseline according to

GBA ¼ [(poststimulusGBAeprestimulusGBA)/prestimulusGBA]

and ABBA ¼ [(poststimulusABBAeprestimulusABBA)/prestimu-

lusABBA]. The baseline period spanned from �400 msec to

�100 msec before stimulus onset. As an additional level of

confidence, the power profile computation using the Hilbert

transform was also used to confirm the TFRs obtained by the

sliding window approach. However, all statistical analyses

were performed on the power profiles obtained by the Hilbert

transformation because they provide a lower degree of

complexity and thus higher statistical power. For visualiza-

tion on the population level, the average power profile for a

specific time window of interest (e.g., 100e300 msec) was

computed separately for faces and nonfaces for all bipolar,

visually responsive sites in a given ROI across all patients.

Then the difference between faces and nonfaces was plotted

at the corresponding location in the MNI brain.

2.5.4. ERPs
The segmented, monopolar-referenced signal was averaged

for each condition and baseline corrected between �500 and

0 msec before stimulus onset. The ERP signal was resampled

to 64 Hz to assure comparable resolution to the Hilbert enve-

lopes for statistical analysis.

2.5.5. Statistics
Statistical analysis of electrophysiological data was per-

formed at the single site level (Lachaux et al., 2012, 2005) for all

selected contacts. A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)

with the factors task and condition was performed separately

for each neuronal marker (GBA, ABBA, ERP) time-resolved for

each poststimulus sample point. Since differences between

faces, i.e., the average of fearful and neutral faces, and non-

faces dominated and occluded differences between fearful

and neutral faces, when all three conditions were included as

levels of the experimental factor condition, two separate

ANOVAs (nonrepeated measures) were calculated to disen-

tangle the influence of the face per se from that of the

emotional expression. The first ANOVA compared task

(explicit, implicit) with condition (face, nonface), whereas the

second ANOVA contrasted task (explicit, implicit) with
condition (fear, neutral). Specifically, separate two-way

ANOVAs including the two experimental factors (task by

condition) were computed for each poststimulus sample point

(each 15.625 msec) of the baseline-corrected, single-trial data.

The resulting p values for the main effects of task and condi-

tion and of their interaction were separately FDR-corrected

across all poststimulus sample points to account for multi-

ple comparisons.
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral performance

Themean hit and false alarm rates (M ± SD) were 87.8% ± 13.8;

and 1.2% ± 1.3 for the explicit task and 96.1% ± 7.6 and

.7% ± 1.7 for the implicit task. The sensitivity index d’ did not

differ between tasks (explicit: M ± SD ¼ 3.7 ± .9; implicit:

M ± SD ¼ 4.3 ± .6; t9 ¼ �2.02, p ¼ .074). Patients responded

faster to red-tinted targets in the implicit task

(M ± SD ¼ 470.9 msec ± 39.7) than to happy face targets in the

explicit task (M ± SD ¼ 603.5 msec ± 70.9; t9 ¼ 6.68, p < .001).

These results confirm that patients were able to perform the

task, and suggest that the implicit task was easier than the

explicit one, as reflected in the reaction times but not in the

performance scores.
3.2. VOTC

In order to select sites from the VOTC, only visually responsive

sites labeled as fusiform gyrus with the y coordinate � �35

and the x coordinate < j45j were considered. All sites were

within Brodmann areas (BA) 19 and 37. In total, 45 sites in

VOTC from eight patients (P1, P3, P4, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10) were

included.

In most recording sites within the VOTC (41/45), the pre-

sentation of visual stimuli resulted in a prompt, strong, and

sustainedGBA increaseafter 80msec (Fig. 2A). InitialGBApeaks

between 100 and 200 msec were stronger for faces than non-

faces (10/41), especially at lateral VOTC sites, and stronger for

nonfaces than faces (19/41; Fig. 2F), especially at medial VOTC

sites. This stimulus specificity resulted in a condition effect

emerging after 100 msec or even earlier (cf. P3 f03 and P7 f6,

Fig. 2C). After the initial peak, the GBA response to faces

compared to nonfaces in the explicit task was more sustained,

while GBA in the implicit taskwas less sustained, resulting in a

significant interactionafter250msecand lastingup to700msec

(11/41 sites, cf. P7 f6, Fig. 2C). EnhancedGBA to fearful compared

to neutral faces was observed in two sites (300e500 msec),

whichwas very robust at the single-trial level (cf. P3 f03, Fig. 2C).
In most sites (40/41), the enhancement of GBA co-occurred

with an ABBA suppression, starting at 100 msec and peaking

around 400 msec (Fig. 2A). ABBA suppression (500e700 msec)

was stronger for faces than nonfaces in the majority of sites

(19/40; cf. P7 f6, Fig. 2D and E). In seven out of 40 sites, stronger

ABBA suppression for faces compared to nonfaces was only

present in the explicit task (cf. P10 p08, Fig. 2D). Task effects

occurred beyond 700 msec. Differential processing for fearful

and neutral faces could not be observed for ABBA.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
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Fig. 3 e Results for the VTC. (A) TFR averaged across all sites included in the VTC for the conditions face, nonface, and their

difference for explicit (upper panel) and implicit tasks (lower panel). (B) The ERPs are shown for two patients. The bars

illustrate the uncorrected and FDR-corrected results of the ANOVA, color-coded for the main effect of task (top), condition

(middle), and their interaction (bottom). Face vs nonface condition effects are depicted. (C) Power profiles for the GBA are

shown for three patients (legend and statistics as described above). The shading reflects the SEM. Face vs nonface condition

effects are depicted. (D) Mean GBA power difference (faces minus nonfaces) separately for explicit and implicit tasks

between 500 and 700 msec after stimulus onset (cf. dashed rectangles in C). Depicted are all visually responsive sites in the

VTC across patients. (E) Power profiles for ABBA are shown for one patient (legend and statistics as described above). The

shading reflects the SEM. Face vs nonface condition effects are depicted.
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Across all recording sites, presentation of visual stimuli

was associated with a very sharp onset response 100 msec

poststimulus in the ERP. Fig. 2B shows a typical P1/N1-like

complex following the first negative deflection similar to the

N170 recorded at the scalp. ERPs differentiated faces and

nonfaces, although the direction of this effect differed

(compare P7 f6 with of P10 p05). Furthermore, task effects

(explicit vs implicit) were observed at later latencies

(>200 msec) than the stimulus-specific effects (face

vs nonface). Interaction effects did not exhibit a consistent

pattern. Only three sites exhibited a differential response for

the two facial expressions (cf. P7 f5, Fig. 2B).
3.3. VTC

Recording sites in the VTC were selected to probe face pro-

cessing at a higher level along the ventral visual stream. Only

visually responsive sites were considered whose y coordinate

was >�35 and that were within BA 20. In total, 33 sites from

seven patients (P1, P3, P4, P6, P7, P8, P10) were included.
Four out of 33 sites in the VTC (Fig. 3A) exhibited enhanced

GBA in response to faces compared to nonfaces in the same

time range (100e200 msec) as in the VOTC (P4 e06, Fig. 3C), one
out of 33 sites showed the opposite pattern of stronger GBA to

nonfaces compared to faces (P3 e7, Fig. 3C). The remaining

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
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Fig. 4 e Results for the anterior insula. (A) TFR averaged across all sites included in the anterior insula for the conditions

face, nonface, and their difference for explicit (upper panel) and implicit tasks (lower panel). (B) The ERPs are shown for one

patient. The bars illustrate the uncorrected and FDR-corrected results of the ANOVA, color-coded for the main effect of task

(top), condition (middle), and their interaction (bottom). Face vs nonface condition effects are indicated in the left plot and

fearful vs neutral condition effects in the right one. (C) Power profiles for GBA are shown for two sites of two patients (legend

and statistics as described above). The shading reflects the SEM. Face vs. nonface condition effects are indicated in the two

leftmost plots and fearful vs neutral condition effects in the rightmost one. (F) Mean GBA power difference (faces minus

nonfaces) separately for explicit and implicit tasks between 200 and 400 msec after stimulus onset (cf. dashed rectangles in

C). Depicted are all visually responsive sites in the anterior insula across patients.
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responses in this ROI were lower in amplitude and later in

latency than in the VOTC. Additionally, GBA was more sus-

tained in response to faces compared to nonfaces after

500 msec poststimulus during the explicit task (5/33, Fig. 3D),

although the direction of this effect varied (compare P3 e7

with P7 e011, Fig. 3C). GBA did not differ between fearful and

neutral faces.

Similar to results in the VOTC, a decrease in ABBA

following visual stimulation was occasionally observed in the

VTC (10/33). Almost no differences between experimental

conditions on ABBA suppression were found in VTC (for an

exception, see Fig. 3E). Furthermore, ABBA did not differen-

tiate between fearful and neutral faces.
ERPs in this ROI were more heterogeneous than in the

VOTC. Paralleling the results in the GBA, faces compared to

nonfaces elicited a more positive sustained potential

300e600 msec after stimulus onset in most of the patients

(Fig. 3B). We did not observe substantial differences between

explicit and implicit tasks and between fearful and neutral

faces.

3.4. Anterior insula

Sites in the posterior insula (y < 0) were excluded. In total, this

ROI comprised 15 visually responsive sites in four patients (P4,

P5, P7, P8).

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
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Fig. 5 e Results for the OFC. (A) TFR averaged across all sites included in the OFC for the conditions face, nonface, and their

difference for explicit (upper panel) and implicit tasks (lower panel). (B) The ERPs are shown for two sites of two patients.

The shading reflects the SEM. The bars illustrate the uncorrected and FDR-corrected results of the ANOVA, color-coded for

the main effect of task (top), condition (middle), and their interaction (bottom). Face vs nonface condition effects are

indicated in the two leftmost plots and fearful vs neutral condition effects in the rightmost one. (C) Power profiles for GBA are

shown for two patients (legend and statistics as described above). (F) Mean GBA power difference (faces minus nonfaces)

separately for explicit and implicit tasks between 300 and 500 msec after stimulus onset (cf. dashed rectangles in C). Shown

are all visually responsive sites in the OFC across patients.
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The presentation of visual stimuli yielded a strong and

broadband increase in GBA at the majority of sites (10/15) that

started around 100 msec (2/15) or 250 msec (8/15) and receded

much slower for faces during explicit tasks than for any other

condition (5/15; Fig. 4A, C, D). Differences between fearful and

neutral faces paralleled the preferential processing of faces

during explicit tasks, except for one site. At this site GBA

initially increased to fearful faces in both task around

200 msec, followed by sustained GBA to both facial expres-

sions in the explicit task (P8 q’2, Fig. 4C). No condition effects

for ABBA were observed in this ROI.

Two patients exhibited a positive component around

200 msec in the ERP that was more pronounced for faces than

for nonfaces only during the explicit task (P8 q’3, Fig. 4B). In
addition, therewere differences between tasks after 400msec.

The comparison of fearful and neutral facial expressions

yielded differential responses for explicit and implicit tasks,

although none survived the FDR correction (P8 q03, Fig. 4B).

3.5. OFC

We recorded from57 sites in six patients (P1, P4, P5, P6, P8, P10)

within the OFC (BAs 10, 11, 47). Most sites (29/57) showed

stronger suppression of GBA for faces compared to nonfaces

between 200 and 800 msec (Fig. 5A; cf. P4 p03, Fig. 5C), which

survived multiple comparison correction in only six sites. At

the group level, differential responses for faces compared to

nonfaces were more pronounced during the explicit task

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cortex.2014.06.006
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Fig. 6 e Results for the amygdala. (A) TFR averaged across all sites included in the amygdala for the conditions face, nonface,

and their difference for explicit (upper panel) and implicit tasks (lower panel). (B) The ERP is shown for one patient. The bars

illustrate the uncorrected and FDR-corrected results of the ANOVA, color-coded for the main effect of task (top), condition

(middle), and their interaction (bottom). Face vs nonface condition effects are indicated. (C) Power profiles for GBA are shown

for three sites of two patients (legend and statistics as described above). The shading reflects the SEM. Face vs nonface

condition effects are indicated in the two leftmost plots and fearful vs neutral condition effects in the rightmost one. (D)

Mean GBA power difference (facesminus nonfaces) separately for explicit and implicit tasks between 350 and 450msec after

stimulus onset (cf. dashed rectangles in C). Depicted are all sites in the amygdala across patients.
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particularly in lateral sites (Fig. 5D). Interestingly, we found an

early GBA enhancement exclusively for faces during the

explicit task in one site of a single patient that was located

medial (16, 33, �22) resulting in a significant interaction be-

tween 130 and 200 msec (P5 x2, Fig. 5C). The comparison of

fearful and neutral faces did not yield any systematic effects

in GBA. No effects were observed for ABBA in the OFC.

ERPs in the OFC revealed task and condition effects with

varying latencies (Fig. 5B). A positive component was more

sustained during face processing in the explicit task in a single

patient between 300 and 550 msec (P4 o08). The ANOVA on

fearful and neutral facial expressions revealed differences

between explicit and implicit tasks between 200 and 800 msec

(P8 o07, Fig. 5B).

3.6. Amygdala

Careful inspection of individual MRIs identified 18 sites in the

amygdala of seven patients (P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P10). All sites

were considered irrespective of whether they were visually

responsive (cf. 2.5.2).
Four recording sites in the amygdala displayed a larger

absolute difference of GBA in response to faces compared to

nonfaces in explicit but not implicit tasks (Fig. 6A and D). The

interaction between condition and task (350e450 msec and

600e900msec) only survived the FDR correction in one site (P7

a05, Fig. 6C). Only one patient exhibited stronger GBA

(50e220 msec, 600e900 msec) for neutral compared to fearful

faces in the explicit task, whereas no difference was found in

the implicit task (P7 a03, Fig. 6C). There were no systematic

effects in the ABBA in the amygdala.

The ERPs in seven sites of the amygdala consisted of a

biphasic deflection 170 msec after stimulus onset followed by

a sustained negativity, which independently differed between

tasks and conditions beyond 200 msec (Fig. 6B).
4. Discussion

This study investigated whether directing attention towards

or away from facial expressions in a detection task was

associated with fast changes of neuronal activity in the face-
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processing network. Specifically, neuronal responses in the

VOTC, VTC, anterior insula, OFC, and amygdala were

compared when facial expressions were either task-relevant

or task-irrelevant. We observed strong attentional modula-

tion of neuronal activity during explicit face processing in all

regions of the face-processing network. Endogenous, selective

attention towards facial expressions modulated GBA in the

VOTC, VTC, anterior insula, OFC, and amygdala. Recording

sites within the VOTC and VTC exhibited early stimulus-

specific responses to faces and nonfaces that were only

modulated by task demands beyond 200 msec. Responses in

the anterior insula showed initially stimulus-unspecific re-

sponses to faces and nonfaces, that differentiated by task

demands beyond 200 msec, comparably to responses in OFC

and amygdala. Except for the VOTC and VTC, in which also

ABBA was suppressed, these effects were confined to the

gamma band in the OFC, the anterior insula and the amyg-

dala. The latencies of the ERPs paralleled those of GBA, while

the morphology of the ERP components was more heteroge-

neous across subjects. Contrary to our hypothesis that fearful

expression would bias exogenous attention and enhance face

processing throughout the network, only a few recording sites

showed reliable differences between fearful and neutral ex-

pressions beyond 200 msec. Possible reasons are discussed in

more detail in 4.6.

Our results clearly demonstrate that the core system of the

face-processing network (VOTC, VTC) shows early

(<200 msec) stimulus-specific responses to faces and is sub-

sequently (>200 msec) upregulated by endogenous, task-

related attention. The extended system of the face-

processing network (OFC, anterior insula, amygdala) is

modulated by task demands. Effects of fearful facial expres-

sions emerged beyond 200 msec in the VOTC, anterior insula,

and amygdala but were small in size. GBA appears to be the

most reliable neuronal marker for all of these effects.

4.1. VOTC

In line with previous reports in human (Engell & McCarthy,

2011; Kawasaki et al., 2012; Lachaux et al., 2005; Tsuchiya

et al., 2008; Vidal et al., 2010) and nonhuman primates (Tsao

et al., 2006; Tsao, Moeller, & Freiwald, 2008), responses in the

VOTC were characterized by a rapid (<100 msec) increase of

GBA (41 out of 45 sites), which was selective for faces in the

lateral VOTC (10 out of 41 sites). Gamma band responses were

accompanied by a suppression of ABBA in the majority of

recording sites (Lachaux et al., 2005). Similar spectral signa-

tures have been associated with sensory processing in the

visual cortex (Engel et al., 2001; Hipp, Engel, & Siegel, 2011;

Hoogenboom, Schoffelen, Oostenveld, Parkes, & Fries, 2006;

Singer, 1999).

The latencies we observed for the face-selective N170

shared important electrophysiological properties with previ-

ous reports such as negative polarity and categorical selec-

tivity to faces (Allison et al., 1994; Engell & McCarthy, 2011;

McCarthy et al., 1999; Pourtois et al., 2010a). Models of hier-

archical and differential encoding of face information have

postulated that early perceptual effects in the N170 time range

of 140e160 msec convey configurational analysis of faces,

whereas effects between 180 and 200 msec reflect processing
of facial identity (Eimer, 2000; Pourtois et al., 2010a). Change-

able or behaviorally relevant aspects of faces, such as emotion

and gaze, are processed between 310 and 1,000 msec accord-

ing to these models. In line with this framework and previous

reports (Allison et al., 1999; Halgren et al., 1994; McCarthy

et al., 1999; Parvizi et al., 2012; Pourtois et al., 2010a; Puce

et al., 1999; Tsuchiya et al., 2008), the earliest responses in

the ERP around 100 msec were restricted to category-selective

responses to faces or nonfaces, suggesting configurational

analysis of the stimuli. In a similar vein, face-selective infor-

mation in the human VOTC could be decoded as early as

100 msec, and this decoding was invariant to viewpoint or

scale (Liu, Agam, Madsen, & Kreiman, 2009). In accordance

with previous iEEG and ECoG studies, the response properties

between adjacent recording sites in the VOTC were different

(Kawasaki et al., 2012; Lachaux et al., 2005), suggesting

narrowly circumscribed sources for preferential selectivity to

faces and nonfaces.

All effects of facial expression, task-related attentional

modulation, and their interaction were obtained considerably

later than 160 msec in the present study, and were charac-

terized by sustained GBA modulations. Consistent with our

data, previous studies showed that effects of endogenous

attention in the VOTC evolved only after 250 msec in both

ERPs and GBA, whereas category-selective responses to faces

and houses emerged earlier (Engell & McCarthy, 2010; Vidal

et al., 2010). In line with our data, modulations by facial ex-

pressions have been observed previously in this region but

only in a fraction of recording sites (Kawasaki et al., 2012). This

result is also in agreement with results from temporal lobe

face patches of nonhuman primates, in which effects of facial

expression were only weak (Tsao, Schweers, et al., 2008). In

conclusion, early responses in the VOTC around 100 msec

were related to the stimulus category and insensitive to facial

expression or task demands. Effects of facial expression or

attentional modulation appeared after 200 msec.
4.2. VTC

Responses in the majority of sites in the VTC were modulated

by endogenous attention. The gamma band response was

different for faces and nonfaces exclusively during the explicit

task between 500 and 700 msec. When faces were task-

irrelevant, GBA responses were lower in amplitude and less

sustained. Consistent with our results, similar latency and

frequency ranges have been observed for detected vs unde-

tected faces at recording sites in the inferior temporal gyrus

(Lachaux et al., 2005). Our data suggest that face processing in

the VTC is not automatic but that the VTC is primarily

recruited whenever additional care must be given to faces.

Stronger GBA for faces in a subset of recording sites (4 out

of 33) in the VTC, comparable to responses in the VOTC and

irrespective of the task, is in agreement with the finding of

face-selective regions towards the anterior pole in healthy

populations (Weiner&Grill-Spector, 2013). Face patches in the

anterior portion of the temporal lobe have been found in both

human and nonhuman primates (Tsao, Moeller, et al., 2008).

This result also confirms the role of the VTC in the core system

of the face-processing network.
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Consistent with our ERP results in the VTC, long-latency,

face-specific potentials that were heterogeneous with

respect to latency, waveform, and polarity were recorded

previously (Allison et al., 1994, 1999; Puce et al., 1999). Such

long-latency responses have partly been attributed to a phase

reset of ongoing neuronal activity (Fell et al., 2004). Face-

specific ERPs appear to be more heterogeneous and consid-

erably later than responses in the GBA.

4.3. Anterior insula

GBA responses in the anterior insula initially increased to

faces and nonfaces and were subsequently modulated by task

demands beyond 200 msec, i.e., we found GBA increases for

faces only in the explicit task. A similar effect was observed in

the ERPs of another iEEG study, in which the potentials in the

ventral anterior insula to the facial expression of disgust were

more frequently observed and of longer duration during

explicit than implicit emotion judgment (Krolak-Salmon et al.,

2003). The unspecific onset responses suggest that the ante-

rior insula, comparable to the core system, is initially active

and subsequently upregulated by task demands. It has been

proposed that the anterior insula detects salient stimuli and

initiates appropriate control signals (Menon & Uddin, 2010).

A single site in the anterior insula exhibited initially

increased GBA to fearful faces in both tasks. Although the

anterior insula has been primarily implicated in the percep-

tion of disgust (Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Phillips et al., 1998),

increased neuronal activity to fearful faces has been observed

previously in this region (Anderson, Christoff, Panitz, De Rosa,

& Gabrieli, 2003; Morris et al., 1998). Similar to our results,

Anderson et al. (2003) found a reduction of insular activity,

when attention was directed away from faces. Altogether,

these findings are consistent with a general role for the insula

in coordinating sensorimotor responses to salient and unex-

pected stimuli (Augustine, 1996; Menon & Uddin, 2010).

4.4. OFC

Two different patterns of neuronal responses have been

observed in distinct parts of the OFC that may be related to

different cognitive processes. First, gamma band responses in

lateral sites of the OFCwere characterized by stronger gamma

band suppression to faces compared to nonfaces inmost sites,

especially when faces were task-relevant. This effect is com-

parable to suppression of GBA in the OFC that has previously

been observed during a visual search task (Ossand�on et al.,

2011) and during attentive reading (Lachaux et al., 2008).

These findings have been interpreted as a task-related inhi-

bition of background activity to maximize the level of per-

formance. In both studies, the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex

showed gamma band suppression when attention had to be

oriented towards external stimuli. These findings accord well

with the region, in which we observed suppressed GBA in the

current study. Hence, the present result corroborates the role

of task-specific GBA suppression for mediating goal-directed

behavior.

Second, drawing on findings from object recognition, the

remarkably early GBA increase in a medial site exclusively

during explicit face processing in a single patient may reflect
top-down facilitation of face perception (Adolphs, 2002). Bar

et al. (2006) investigated the recognition of briefly presented,

masked objects with fMRI and magnetoencephalography and

observed that the OFC activation at 130 msec preceded that of

the fusiform gyrus at 180e215 msec. Although the responses

in the VOTC emerged earlier in our iEEG recordings, the la-

tencies in the OFC are in good agreement with these data.

Another study reported short-latency responses

(120e160 msec) in single units in the right ventromedial pre-

frontal cortex that were selective for aversive visual stimuli

(Kawasaki et al., 2001). This finding has been interpreted as

reflecting rapid and coarse stimulus categorization. Greater

prefrontal responses have also been found to attended but not

unattended emotional prosody in functional neuroimaging in

humans (Sander et al., 2005) and to expressive compared to

neutral faces in electrophysiological recordings in monkeys

(Tsao, Schweers, et al., 2008). Hence, our early increase of GBA

in the OFC suggests that the OFC is involved in top-down

facilitation of face perception (Adolphs, 2002) and the alloca-

tion of resources (Sakai, 2008).

4.5. Amygdala

The amygdala displayed stronger GBA for faces compared to

nonfaces especially when processing of faces was task-

relevant. This effect peaked between 350 and 450 msec after

stimulus onset. The observed latencies are in line with the

report of face-selective neurons in themonkey amygdala with

a firing-rate increase between 100 and 300 msec (Gothard

et al., 2007; Leonard et al., 1985). Importantly, latencies

exceeding those in the VOTC and strong attenuation in the

implicit task argue against an automatic activation of the

amygdala when confronted with fearful faces (Palermo &

Rhodes, 2007; Vuilleumier, 2002).

The amygdala is also consistently activated when neutral

faces are contrasted to baseline (Fusar-Poli et al., 2009). To

date, only few studies have investigated GBA in the amygdala

with iEEG in humans. Increased GBA in the amygdala has been

observed in response to unpleasant pictures, faces, fearful

facial expressions, and solely the eyes of a face compared to

different control stimuli (Oya, Kawasaki, Howard, & Adolphs,

2002; Sato et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2012). However, none of those

studies examined whether the amygdala response could be

modulated by task demands or endogenous attention. We

propose that the increased GBA in the amygdala relates to

higher salience of faces, when they are task-relevant. This

interpretation is in line with proposals that the functional

importance of the amygdala is not limited specifically to

emotion but also comprises other abstract dimensions of in-

formation processing, such as salience (Adolphs, 2010; Pessoa

& Adolphs, 2010). Furthermore, our finding of increased GBA

to task-relevant faces in the amygdala accords well with the

idea that the amygdala coordinates appropriate responses

according to the relevance of a stimulus for the goals of the

individual (Cunningham & Brosch, 2012; Sander et al., 2003).

Effects of fearful faces on the GBA and the ERPs in the

amygdala were only found in one patient. This result conflicts

with previous iEEG studies reporting higher ERP and GBA

amplitudes for fearful compared to neutral faces (Krolak-

Salmon et al., 2004; Pourtois et al., 2010b; Sato et al., 2011b)
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and a large body of functional neuroimaging literature (Fusar-

Poli et al., 2009; Morris et al., 1996; Zald, 2003). Pourtois et al.

(2010b) found higher ERP amplitudes for fearful vs neutral

faces 140 msec after stimulus onset irrespective of task-

relevance in a single patient implanted in the lateral amyg-

dala. Likewise, augmented potentials have been observed

exclusively for fearful relative to other expressions (Krolak-

Salmon et al., 2004), when attention had to be directed to

facial expression. A possibility why emotion effects were only

rarely observed in the present study is discussed in 4.6.

4.6. Limitations

In the explicit task, not only facial expression but likewise

faces as stimulus category became task-relevant. This limi-

tation of our experimental design may account for the small

effects of facial expression. In order to draw attention to faces

but not facial expression, previous research compared

“attention to gender” with “attention to facial expression”

(Krolak-Salmon et al., 2004; Monroe et al., 2013; Wronka &

Walentowska, 2011). The present design does not allow dis-

entangling effects specific to facial expression from those

related to faces in general. Because it was sufficient to attend

to the low-level feature red tint to identify targets in the im-

plicit condition, facial features could be ignored so that the

comparison of explicit and implicit conditions does not isolate

attentional effects to facial expression. It rather informs about

attentional effects to faces including facial expression. Hence,

attentional effects to faces as stimulus category could have

occluded those to facial expression, accounting for the small

effects of facial expression in the present study. Still, the

present study allows conclusions as to whether emotional

faces capture attention automatically. If fearful faces had

captured attention automatically, and such attentional cap-

ture had been specific to fearful relative to neutral faces, this

would have resulted in differential neuronal responses (GBA,

ABBA, ERP) between fearful and neutral faces, even when

attention had not been intentionally directed to the expres-

sion, as in the implicit condition of the present study. Given

that differences between fearful and neutral faces were mar-

ginal if not absent, we can conclude that fearful faces did not

capture attention automatically.

Patients might have used a similar processing strategy in

nontarget trials of the explicit and implicit tasks because they

were requested to respond in only ten percent of the trials.

Since targets were discarded from analysis, the two experi-

mental blocks solely differed in the task instruction. No dif-

ferences between these two would have been observed, if

patients had used the same processing strategy in nontarget

trials of both tasks. Therefore, the task-related neuronal ef-

fects support the assumption that patients indeed used

explicit and implicit processing strategies in the respective

tasks, and that our attentional manipulation was successful.

As noted in the previous paragraph, the main effect of task

reflects attentional effects generic to faces rather than effects

specifically associated with facial expression.

Stimuli in explicit and implicit tasks differed in the pres-

ence of happy faces. Happy faces were only present as targets

in the explicit task. Fearful faces might have been processed

differently among happy and neutral faces compared to
presentation among neutral faces only. Most likely, partici-

pants pay more attention to the facial expression of the face

when both emotions are present as in the explicit condition of

the present study. For this condition we hypothesized a

stronger neuronal response because attention was explicitly

directed to facial expression. Hence, if the presence of happy

faces had impacted the present results at all, it would have

been in the desired direction of our experimental

manipulation.
4.7. Conclusion

In conclusion, our study demonstrated that all investigated

regions of the face-processing network were clearly modu-

lated by task demands and exhibited stronger changes in GBA

when faces were task-relevant. The latencies we observed

suggest an orchestrated activation in the face-processing

network. The core system, including the VOTC and VTC, and

the anterior insula, as part of the extended system, exhibited

early responses around 100 msec, which were stimulus-

specific to faces and nonfaces in the core system. Sustained

GBA around 200 msec reflected effects of endogenous atten-

tion in the core system and the anterior insula, substantiating

the role of the core system of face processing and indicating

the allocation of attentional resources for further processing.

In contrast, strong effects of endogenous attention in the OFC

and amygdala beyond 300 msec support the notion that the

extended system of the face-processing network is only

recruited if the task requires active processing of facial

expression. Our results show that endogenous attention

operates in the whole face-processing network and that these

effects are specifically reflected in frequency-specific changes

in the gamma band.
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